
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE HISTORY OF ENLIGHTENMENT PERIOD

The Enlightenment was a period of profound optimism, a sense that with science and reasonâ€”and the consequent
shedding of old superstitionsâ€”human.

Voltaire carries deism across the channel to France and advocates for it there over his long literary career.
Descartes was the first of the modern rationalists. The question of the relation between natural and legal rights,
therefore, is often an aspect of social contract theory. The study of science, under the heading of natural
philosophy , was divided into physics and a conglomerate grouping of chemistry and natural history , which
included anatomy , biology, geology , mineralogy and zoology. Many historical apologies for slavery and
illiberal government were based on explicit or implicit voluntary contracts to alienate any natural rights to
freedom and self-determination. Moreover, while the philosophies of the Enlightenment generally aspire or
pretend to universal truth, unattached to particular time, place or culture, Enlightenment writings are rife with
rank ethno- and Eurocentrism, often explicit. The methodology of epistemology in the period reflects a similar
tension. I agree with my students that putting philosophical ideas in context is a valuable exercise, and I have
been trying to fill the gaps in my historical knowledge left open by a philosophical education that did not
emphasize this context. Consequently, when established political power violates that law, the people are
justified in overthrowing it. Usage terms Public Domain The discoveries of Sir Isaac Newton were
complemented by those of a host of equally dazzling mathematicians, astronomers, chemists and physicists
Robert Hooke and Robert Boyle, for example , many of whom were members of the Royal Society founded in
, and active today. More enduring were the cultural achievements, which created a nationalist spirit in Poland.
He is widely held to have synthesized these two early modern traditions in his thought. Doing what is morally
right or morally good is intrinsically bound up with a distinctive kind of pleasure on their accounts. On the
other hand, the study of humanity in the Enlightenment typically yields a portrait of us that is the opposite of
flattering or elevating. Another important development was the popularization of science among an
increasingly literate population. This introduction provides a helpful backdrop for the readings that follow,
highlighting common themes that emerge in those texts and connecting them to a broader historical context.
The devolution of the French Revolution into the Reign of Terror is perceived by many as proving the
emptiness and hypocrisy of Enlightenment reason, and is one of the main factors which account for the end of
the Enlightenment as an historical period. The most famous natural right formulation comes from John Locke
in his Second Treatise, when he introduces the state of nature. Born into humble beginnings in England in , by
the s Paine had arrived in America where he began agitating for revolution. The Platonic identification of the
good with the real and the Aristotelian teleological understanding of natural things are both difficult to square
with the Enlightenment conception of nature. Rationalist ethics so conceived faces the following obstacles in
the Enlightenment. Representative government on behalf of the people was enshrined in new constitutional
arrangements, characterised by the slow march towards universal suffrage in the s. Thus, aesthetics, as
Shaftesbury and Hutcheson independently develop an account of it, gives encouragement to their doctrines of
moral sensibility. These natural rights include perfect equality and freedom, as well as the right to preserve life
and property. It brought political modernization to the west, in terms of focusing on democratic values and
institutions, and the creation of modern, liberal democracies. Immanuel Kant explicitly enacts a revolution in
epistemology modeled on the Copernican in astronomy. Filmer defends the right of kings to exercise absolute
authority over their subjects on the basis of the claim that they inherit the authority God vested in Adam at
creation.


